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Opportunistic Maintenance Policy of a Multi-unit System under Transient State
Sulabh Jain
ABSTRACT

Most modern systems are equipped with very complex, expensive, and high technology
components whose maintenance costs have become an increasingly large portion of the total
operating cost of these systems. Thus, the efficacy of the maintenance policy for these and related
systems has become a major concern to both manufacturing and design engineers. Different kinds
of maintenance strategies have been proposed to solve the problem. While some of these have
proven effective, there is yet no definitive approach that has been found that support the
maintainability requirements of transient systems or systems that exhibit transient behavior.
Transient behavior is the notion of non-steady state operation, which is the characteristic of
system operation during its useful life. For designing convenience most of the maintenance
strategies have assumed negligible maintenance or repair time which is not practical.
In this research an opportunistic maintenance (OM) approach is implemented on a multiunit system that exhibits transient behavior. Under OM policy, if a maintenance event has been
scheduled for certain components and in the process of implementing the scheduled maintenance
of these targeted components, the maintenance of other components whose maintenance times are
in close proximity is also implemented at the same time. As a result, the time and cost of
marshalling and staging maintenance resources are reduced. As part of the system effectiveness
measure, the instantaneous system availability based on the transient nature of the system, is
estimated using the renewal theory approach. An advantage of modeling system failure process
v

as a renewal process is that the system failure causes and the underlying probability structure
associated the distributions are tracked and identified.
Using simulation, and assuming Weibull distribution failure times and lognormal
distribution repairs or maintenance times, a cost model is developed that minimizes the overall
maintenance cost of the system. This cost framework is then used to evaluate total maintenance
costs incurred while implementing OM and PM policies. The optimal replacement times for the
components of the system for the PM policy are obtained using analytical formulation. The
results of the simulation model show that the OM policy is more economically viable as
compared to the PM policy. A sensitivity analysis is performed to explore the robustness of the
system parameters. The results of the sensitivity analyses show that the total system maintenance
cost is lowest at optimal maintenance intervals for individual components. Furthermore, another
measure of system effectiveness, the instantaneous availability of the system is estimated and
compared with the system maintenance costs for various maintenance intervals. It is observed that
to attain high availability the maintenance interval of the components should be as low as
possible which increases the maintenance cost. From a design perspective, it is important to
compare availability with cost because different organizations typically assign different levels of
significance to cost versus availability.

vi

Chapter 1. Introduction

1.1 Background
The development in computer and information technology has led to a trend of
integrating various operation facilities into large-scale systems. The result of this integration has
significantly enhanced the productivity and efficiency of these systems. On the other hand, the
integration has also created strong functional dependency between the components of the system.
Failure of any of these components of the system could disable the whole system and cause
serious financial and safety losses.
Today maintenance has become increasingly large portion of the total operation cost as
systems are equipped with very sophisticated and high technology components. Maintenance is
the job performed to maintain such highly technological and sophisticated components and
systems in their original operating condition to the maximum extent possible [22]. Effective
planning of maintenance activities minimizes the cost of maintenance and product variability,
while enhancing product availability and reliability. This ensures high quality goods and services
with minimal defects. There are hardly any systems which are designed to operate without any
kind of maintenance, and for the most part they operate in environments where access is very
difficult. In such systems replacing a component or system is more economical than performing
maintenance on it [18]. Identifying a cost effective maintenance program is a primary objective.
The cost of maintenance is easily quantified by labor and hardware costs; however, the benefits of
maintenance are not so obvious [24]. To express the trade-offs between maintenance costs and
benefits, an appropriate maintenance policy and relevant system performance measures are
needed. These are typically brought together in what is called a maintenance optimization model.
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This is a mathematical model in which both costs and benefits of maintenance are quantified and
an optimum balance between the two is obtained.

1.2 Maintenance Strategies: Corrective Maintenance and Preventive Maintenance
For most systems there are two classes of maintenance, corrective and preventive.
Corrective maintenance (CM) is performed in reaction to failure and comprises of activities that
are required to restore a system to an operating level after a known or suspected failure has
occurred. CM can include any or all of the following steps: localization, isolation, disassembly,
interchange, reassembly, alignment, and checkout. No activity will be taken as planned or
scheduled while the system is still functioning. In this case the cost of the activity increases when
the unplanned system failures increases. CM generally reflects the philosophy “if it isn’t broken,
don’t fix it” [5].
Preventive maintenance (PM) consists of scheduled activities performed to reduce the
number of system failures, thus reducing unplanned system downtime. The objectives of PM
program includes: minimizing the maintenance cost, minimizing the number of unexpected
breakdowns in the system so that financial and safety loses can be restrained. It also increasing
the productive life of all equipments and last but not the least it helps in promoting better safety
and health of the work force [11].
PM can be further classified under condition-based and time-based policies [22].
Condition based PM is sometimes referred to as predictive maintenance estimate, through
diagnostic tools and measurements, when a part is near failure and should be replaced.
Advancement in modern sensors and data processing technologies promote the development of
such strategies. Time-based PM is effective mainly for deteriorating systems with increasing
failure rates and is performed according to the age of the system regardless of its condition. Most
of the research work in maintenance polices is under this category. By and large condition-based
and time-based PM policies are applied jointly.
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There is another type of maintenance known as Opportunistic maintenance (OM) which
is a special type of PM and is performed on a unit when some other unit in the system is
undergoing PM. It is one of the principal ways to maintain a continuous system where periodic
shutdown is impractical.

1.3 Maintenance Dependency: Stochastic and Economic
From the system modeling point of view, a system can be considered either as a singleunit system or a multi-unit system. Most systems addressed in the field of maintenance research
have been single unit systems. In a single-unit model, the entire system is viewed as one
component. Its failure distribution, failure process, maintenance activities and effects are well
defined. Assuming a single distribution for the system failure process is not realistic or practical
and does not help much in maintenance program development.
In recent days this conception has been relaxed and system with multi-units is being
considered as most real world systems are complex in nature, and may consist of hundreds of
different components. In multi-unit systems the entire system can be broken into subsystems or
components and for whom the failure distributions are more traceable [15]. The maintenance
activities and associated costs and effects for such systems are well defined. A multi-unit system
is a group of several individual single-unit systems.
The decision to model a system as a single unit system or multi-unit system depends on
the type of dependency between the units. If the dependency between the units is weak, single
unit models can be applied. But if the dependency between the units is strong single unit models
cannot be applied because this assumption might not provide good results in terms of overall
system performance measure.
There are essentially two types of dependency between the components of a system,
stochastic and economic [23]. The transition probability of one component is dependent on other
component in a multi-unit system. This is stochastic dependency, and in such case the failure of
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one component may increase the failure probability of another component. Stochastic dependency
can also be caused due to maintenance activities like dusting, cleaning, or oil change. Economic
dependency is the other type of dependency which suggests that it is more economical to replace
several components together rather than replacing them separately. This is also referred to as
opportunistic maintenance which is the base of this research. When opportunistic maintenance is
performed only a minimal variable cost is added to replace other components but a lot of other
fixed cost is saved.
Examples of the system where economic dependency exits are: Aircrafts, power
generators, chemical plants, mass-production manufacturing lines. Most of these systems are
continuous operation systems. In these types of systems, maintenance activities can only be
performed when the entire system is shut down. Shutting down the entire system for single
replacement or maintenance activities is much more expensive than replacing several components
together. These systems should be modeled as multi-unit systems.

1.4 Steady State Behavior versus Transient State Behavior
Studies in failure and replacement models of individual units in past have mostly
emphasized on steady state or equilibrium behavior in preference to transient behavior. As
compared to steady state analysis which looks at the system failure and replacement in the long
run, transient analysis studies the system failure and replacement behavior in the finite planning
horizon i.e. during its useful life. Every practical system in this world has a transient state, even if
it is very short. Modeling opportunistic maintenance policy of a multi unit system under transient
state is the base of this research. Stochastic models for steady state and transient state in this
research are developed based on the renewal theory concept.
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1.5 Availability Analysis
Fault tolerance and flexibility are the prime attributes of any system. The degree of fault
tolerance of a system is characterized by dependability measure such as reliability and availability
[14]. Given an interval [0, t], the reliability of the system is the probability that the system never
reaches a failed state during that interval. Availability is defined as the probability that the system
is in operational state at given time t i.e. not failed or has been restored after failure [10]. It is a
performance criterion for repairable systems which accounts for both reliability and
maintainability. Availability can be classified in the following ways:
1. Interval availability is the portion of time during a time period in which the system is
available for use. Interval availability is represented by the mean value of the instantaneous
availability over a period of time [7].
2. Instantaneous availability, also known as point availability is defined as the probability that
the system is operational at any time t. Instantaneous availability is always greater than or
equal to the reliability of the system [7].
3. Steady state availability of the system is the limit of the instantaneous availability function as
time approaches infinity or a large value. Steady state availability is a stabilizing point where
the system availability reaches a constant value.
This research focuses on deriving and measuring instantaneous availability of the units in the
system. Renewal theory approach and transient analysis is used for this purpose.

1.6 Research Objectives
This thesis defines a multi-unit system and describes an appropriate opportunistic
maintenance policy for it under transient state. While different maintenance policies of multi-unit
systems have been discussed in the literature, past research has mostly addressed systems subject
to steady state behaviors. Opportunistic maintenance policies for multi-unit systems under
transient state have not been discussed much in the literature. The main feature of the plan is to
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study the system for its useful life and not till infinity which is the steady state notion. A
probabilistic mathematical model based on renewal theory concept is developed according to the
proposed maintenance policy for transient state. The effectiveness of the policy and model is
studied through comparison with preventive maintenance policy.
A further objective of this research is to develop an appropriate performance measure of
the system. Instantaneous availability, a common measure of system effectiveness, is often called
as operational readiness [24]. It is a function of operating time and down time. The availability
expression must capture the unique nature of a system of components under transient behavior.
This is the performance measure developed for the system under study in this thesis. Ultimately,
the goal of the modeling endeavor is to optimize certain system parameters such as age
replacement times.
The organization of the material in this thesis is as follows. Chapter 2 describes the
literature relevant to maintenance planning, transient state behavior, recent modeling work in
maintenance and availability and renewal theory applications. Chapter 3 gives a description of the
problem addressed in this thesis. Chapter 4 provides the mathematical formulation and the
modeling approach for the optimal maintenance interval of an individual unit under steady and
transient behavior. It also provides the formulation for the instantaneous availability model.
Numerical results are discussed in chapter 5 followed by the conclusion and a summary of the
future research in chapter 6.
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Chapter 2. Literature Review

The basis of this research, maintenance policies has steadily grown for over three
decades. A maintenance optimization model maximizes system performance by balancing the
cost and benefits of a sound maintenance plan. Maintenance modeling has succeeded in
theoretical as well as applied models, and its success is obvious by the growing number of models
being developed and discussed in the literature.
The purpose of this literature review is to give an overview of modeling systems with
maintenance activities and their impact and recent renewal theory applications to maintenance
planning. This chapter gives a brief review of the literature available for the procedures
developed for solving problems related to maintenance decisions. The following sections are
organized as: 1. Maintenance policies, 2. Renewal theory applications, 3. Transient behavior
applications and 4. Availability analysis.

2.1 Maintenance Policies
2.1.1 Preventive Maintenance Models
The study of preventive maintenance as a research discipline began in the early sixties.
Barlow, Proschan, Jorgenson, Rander and Hanter [1, 2] have contributed a lot in the early
developments of maintenance models. As the importance of maintenance became more apparent
so the scope and depth of this field which is also supported by the growth in the development of
preventive maintenance models.
Mc Call [12] surveyed preventive maintenance policies. Wang [31] surveyed summaries
and compares the various existing maintenance policies for both single and multi-unit systems.
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Different policies such as age dependent preventive maintenance policy, the periodic preventive
maintenance policy, the failure limit policy, the sequential preventive maintenance policy, etc are
studied for single unit systems. All the policies studied by Wang are reviewed under different
degrees of maintenance that is minimal, imperfect and perfect. He also reviews the policies of
multi unit systems such as group replacement policy and opportunistic maintenance policy. Every
policy has its own advantages and disadvantages and depending on the specific characterization
under consideration, the optimal policy is chosen.
Valdez-Flores and Feldman [30] has classified maintenance models into four basic
categories. Inspection models and shock models constitute condition based models, and minimal
repair model and replacement models constitute time based model. Condition based maintenance
is a function of the state of the system where the state usually cannot be determined without
inspection. Time based models are a function of operation time of a system or age of a system.
Vermeulen [30] models the influence of preventive maintenance on the reliability
performance of a protection system with the assumption that all the transition times are
exponentially distributed random variables and the repair times are neglected. This is done to
account for the state space reduction. A reward structure is added to evaluate and compare the
different situations presented by the vector of the state probabilities, which is the solution to the
continuous time Markov chain.
A Weibull analysis was used to investigate the failure patterns of radiators in the cooling
system of different bus types in a large public transportation company by Chan, Mui and Woo
[3]. In this analysis a renewal function W (t) of the Weibull distribution is computed. It is
concluded that an overhaul of the radiators once in several years when the bus undergoes a major
overhaul is more cost C (t) effective than preventive maintenance. The renewal function was
computed and cost in terms of the renewal function was calculated. The expression for the
renewal function and cost is as shown below.
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∞

t
(−1) k −1 AK ( ) Kβ

K =1

Γ( Kβ + 1)

W (t ) = ∑

C (t ) =

α

[A + W (t )( B1 + B2 )]
t

(2.1)

(2.2)

Here α and β are the Weibull shape and scale parameters, A, B1 and B2 are the cost parameters and
t is the width of the preventive maintenance interval.

2.1.2 Opportunistic Maintenance Models
Opportunistic maintenance concept originates from the fact that there can be a possibility
of dependence between various components of a multi-unit system. Several researchers have
proposed various models for opportunistic maintenance policy.
Opportunistic maintenance policy presented by Zheng and Fard [33] implements joint
replacement for maintenance of multi-unit systems. In this paper hazard rate tolerance u and
hazard rate limit L form a hazard rate interval (L-u, L). This interval provided a standard for
preventive replacement wherein more than one unit could be preventively replaced at the same
time i.e. opportunistic maintenance. The policy deals with multi unit systems with no replacement
downtime. An approximate mathematical model using renewal theory approach is developed to
measure the system cost rate. It is assumed that the planning horizon is infinite and units followed
exponential distribution.
A methodology for preventive maintenance analysis under transient response was
discussed by Okogbaa and Xia [16]. The approach consists of two major components, in the first
component, the analytical models based on renewal theory incorporated maintenance cost in
formulating maintenance decision problems and the second component used numerical methods
for solving the resulting differential and integral equations. The methodology includes two
phases. The first phases is the study of failure-repair process of a multi-unit system with just one
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increasing failure component and rest all constant failure component under transient analysis. In
the second phase the transient analysis is extended to more than one increasing failure rate
component. Runge-Kutta method is used to solve the differential equations which were generated
from integral equations.
Stochastic dependency problem has been studied by many researchers in addition to the
economic dependency problem. Due to the difficulty in obtaining the joint probability distribution
among components, most of the researchers in this area have to resort to finite-state Markov or
Semi- Markov models like by Bhat and Howard.

2.2 Renewal Theory Applications
Renewal theory is a well known and appropriate method to model a stochastic failure
process. It is a widely used method in maintenance planning and other applications as well.
Renewal process is a counting process in which the times between successive events are
independent and identically distributed [19]. The system is said to renew itself at random points
of time. An advantage of modeling system failure process as a renewal process is that the system
failure causes and the underlying probability structure associated the distributions are tracked and
identified. Some of the applications of the renewal theory have been discussed in the following
papers.
Barlow and Hunter [1] developed the Age replacement model for single unit system
based on the renewal theory assumption. It assumed that whenever a maintenance activity is
performed, the system gets restored to an as-good-as new condition. Such an assumption limited
its application to single unit system. The maintenance policy was to replace the system when it
fails or when it reaches an age T, whichever occurs first. The decision problem was then to find
the optimal preventive replacement age T. Expected total maintenance cost over the system
planning horizon was calculated assuming the failure cost and the preventive maintenance cost.
The resulting transcendental equation was solved and the optimal age T was the obtained.
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In renewal theory, landmark work was done by Cox [4]. He developed an availability
model that optimizes age replacement time over a finite operating horizon. Murdock [13]
included an extensive discussion on the history of maintenance planning and systems that benefit
from a preventive maintenance policy. He explains the implementation of Laplace transform in
modeling and optimization process.
A modeling procedure to optimize component safety inspection over finite time horizon
was discussed by Wang and Christer [32]. The model established was based on the earlier work
which assumed infinite time horizon and used the concept of delay time and asymptotic results
from the theory of renewal and renewal reward process. Closed form and asymptotic (infinite
time horizon) form expressions for the renewal function were derived. Renewal reward process
concept was used to formulate the cost function. The asymptotic form of expression for the total
cost occurring in a given time interval was given by the following equation:

C (T ) µ y
=
+
µx
T

σ x2 + µ x2
µ y − E (YN (T )+1 ) + E (ε (T ))
2µ x2
T

(2.3)

Where µ x and σ x are the mean and variance of the inter arrival times X between renewals and

µ y is the mean of the cost occurring within a renewal interval. ε (T ) is the accumulated
inspection cost. Closed form of expression for the total cost occurring in a given time interval was
given by the following expression:
T

C (T ) = M (T ) + ∫ C (T − ν )dQ(ν )

(2.4)

0

Here v is the age at which the first renewal occurs. The results from the above cost expressions
and the delay time concept are used to establish the finite time horizon inspection model. Merits
of the closed form (exact) and asymptotic formulations are discussed. The results of the
inspection model are discussed in the next section.
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Rupe and Kuo [20] modeled a flexible manufacturing system (FMS) using renewal
theory. The effectiveness of a FMS was evaluated through stochastic modeling of failure and
repair of the system components. Here as the repair time was not exponentially distributed, the
system was renewed only at the instants when a repair is first complete. An example of FMS was
discussed in which a relative failure rate for each of the replaceable parts and for the system for
each possible combination of failed machines was given. First the probability distributions were
calculated which were used at many different phases of the model development, then the
distributions for the change in the number of failed machines that is machine failure distribution
was found out. By applying the results formed the Semi-Markov model was formed. The failure
and success probabilities found were combined to yield the probabilities of having each possible
number of down machines and finally the performance measure was calculated.

2.3 Transient Behavior
The concept of modeling maintenance policies over finite time horizon or studying the
transient behavior of a system is fairly new and is difficult to model. There is very scanty
literature available on this topic. Some researchers in recent times have modeled there research
using different methodology assuming non steady state behavior.
As discussed in the above section Wang and Christer [32] modeled a procedure to
optimize component safety interval over a finite time horizon. Here the concept of delay time and
asymptotic results from the theory of renewal and renewal reward process are used to model a
single dominant failure mode which has considerable safety and risk consequences assumed
measurable either in cost terms or in terms of the probability of failures over a time horizon. An
asymptotic formulation of the objective function is used to optimize the inspection process over a
finite time zone and the solutions are checked and refined using simulation. The formulation
which is based on the renewal theory concept is already discussed in the previous section. The
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expected cost per unit time over T versus different uniform inspection intervals is evaluated and
the results generated are as shown in figure 2.1.

Figure 2.1: Expected Cost per Unit Time over Finite Time Horizons versus Inspection Intervals

Analysis of the transient behavior of the times-between-failure (TBF) is discussed by
Keats and Chambal [9]. The focus of interest in this paper was to identify the time when the
TBF’s reflect the exponential property sufficiently to assume the use of the exponential in the
practical applications. Reliability simulation (reliability block diagram) is used to demonstrate the
transient behavior and in identifying the point at which the exponential distribution is appropriate
for selected systems. This study is a general analysis on a predetermined set of reliability block
diagrams with randomly selects failure and repair distribution. The configuration of a ten
component system used here is as shown in figure 2.2. Simulation of these systems is performed
using reliability block diagram simulation software developed by United States Air Force.
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Figure 2.2: Ten Component System
It is observed that when a ten component system is manipulated and the transitional behavior is
observed, the TBF distribution converges to the exponential with an appropriate mean within 30
system failures. Similarly five and fifteen component systems are studied.
Expressions for expected downtime and expected costs are derived and compared
between steady state and transient conditions by Vaidyanathan, Selvamuthu and Trivedi [28].
Optimal value of the inspection interval which minimizes expected downtime and cost for an
assumed set of parameter values are obtained. This system is assumed to experience Poisson
failure i.e. constant failure rate and therefore an analytical model of a software system employing
inspection based preventive maintenance through Markov regenerative process with a
subordinated semi-Markov reward process is presented. The state transition diagram for
preventive maintenance is as shown in figure 2.3. The time domain probabilities were computed
by numerically inverting equation 2.5. The transient availability was computed by equation 2.6.
It is observed from the plot of deterministic interval that transient availability ripples for some
time before settling down.

[

]

V * (s ) = I − sK * (s ) E * (s )
−1

(2.5)

K

A(t ) = ∑ π D j (t )
0
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(2.6)

Figure 2.3: State Transition Diagram for Preventive Maintenance

2.4 Availability
Availability is defined as the probability that a system is operational at any time t. As
mentioned earlier there are different ways in which availability can be classified. Extensive
literature is available on solutions and applications of steady state availability. Due to the
advancement in technology and competition a product or a component may be in use for just a
couple of years. That is the reason why instantaneous and interval are more important matrices
than steady state availability. In recent times there have been few researchers who have
contributed their work towards finding instantaneous and interval availability.
Kuo and Rahman discussed the availability modeling of a flexible manufacturing system
application with a suitable Markov model. State probabilities for availability were obtained by
steady state equations derived from the Markov model with exponentially distributed sojourn
times. A performance measure was also obtained. There were several weaknesses in the model
such as, it was limited to exponentially distributed service times, there was no spare parts arrival
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modeling, the technicians were dedicated to single parts and if there was failure under some
conditions the system was assumed to shut down.
Hui and Wang [6] discussed the reliability and performability analysis of a repairable and
degradable automatic train protection (ATP) system. In this paper ATP systems reliability, system
availability, mean time to systems first fault and systems performability measures are obtained
using Markov renewal processes and probability theory. It is assumed that each unit’s lifetimes of
ATP system obeys exponential distribution and the distribution of the repair time is arbitrary
distribution. First the reliability of all the subsystems are calculated when failure rate is known,
and then the transient and steady state availability are calculated using the reliability of the whole
system and subsystems. The system is composed of an extended Markov renewal process. With
the help of this method, equations for the probabilities of system in different states are derived.
Laplace transform of the equations is done and availability of transient and steady states is
calculated.
A stair step approximation to the instantaneous availability and interval availability for
systems with time varying failure rate has been presented by Sun and Han [26]. It has been shown
that the mean time to failure (MTTF) and mean time to repair (MTTR) which is used to calculate
steady state availability i.e. equation is a neat expression for availability only when failure rate is
constant.

A=

MTTF
MTTF + MTTR

(2.7)

In case of time varying failure are instantaneous and interval availability are calculated
using stair-step approximation. This approximation is based on the observation that the time
varying property for failure rate is exhibited at a large time scale such as a year or a month.
Within one day or one week the variation of failure rate is insignificant. Instantaneous and
interval availability of a system with Weibull failure rate and constant repair rate are calculated
and the results are compared with steady state availability.
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Based on the similar concept Sun and Han [27] proposed a truncated bath-tub
methodology to model the failure rate of a product (component) with perfect burn-in. Closed
form of MTTF for exponential and Weibull distributions were derived and results for steady state
and instantaneous availability were compared. There were some important observations made like
increasing the MTTF did not always increase the average and instantaneous availability. It was
also observed that the average and instantaneous availability could be improved without changing
the MTTF.
Jacobson and Arora [8] presented a non-exponential approach to availability modeling. A
general approach for calculating instantaneous availability was presented which was based on
renewal theory concept. Availability was calculated based on the following equation:

t

A(t ) = R(t ) + ∫ R(t − s )m( s )ds

(2.8)

0

Where R (t) is the reliability function and m(s) is the renewal rate.
Regression analysis [19] is used to calculate the function. Simpson’s composite trapezoidal
algorithm is used for numerical integration as it is a closed form of integral. There are two case
studies presented, first is a validation study based on exponential distribution assumption to
obtain analytical results of availability. First case study is compared with second that is based on
the assumption that uptimes follow Weibull distribution and downtimes follow lognormal
distribution.
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Chapter 3. Problem Statement

Any real world system consists of many working components with different failure
modes and maintenance cost structure. Time to time replacement of the failed components is
absolutely necessary to reduce system failures and thus lowering maintenance cost. However if
replacements are done too frequently, the cost becomes very high. An optimal replacement
interval should be planned for each unit in a system to optimize cost.
In this research the issue of time based opportunistic maintenance planning for multi-unit
systems with economic dependency for finite time horizon is discussed. By and large stochastic
and or economic dependency between the components of a system exits. The term economic
dependency between components suggests that it is more economical to replace two or more
components together at the same time. Whenever a maintenance operation is performed on any
system, a one time fixed cost is incurred, like system shut down cost, which is very significant as
compared to the other costs like replacing a component. For example, car maintenance involves a
high labor cost and the cost of driving the car to the maintenance facility could be considered as a
fixed cost. However when a maintenance is being done, replacing one or more additional
components may involve only marginal cost as compared to the high fixed cost. If the cost of
replacing these additional components is not too high, then it is more economical to replace them
together at the same time of maintenance than replacing them separately. However, it is very
difficult to evaluate and explore such an opportunity because the lives of the units in the system
are probabilistically distributed.
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Let us consider an example of simple system with two components A and B with mean
probabilistic life equal to 4 and 6 months. Cost of replacing A due to PM is $200 and due to OM
is $150. Cost of replacing B is due to PM is $300 and due to OM is $200 respectively. A fixed
cost of $1000 is incurred while replacing A or B or both. Now suppose A fails at 3 months. So a
cost of $1200 is incurred while replacing A. If at the same B is also replaced due to OM, a total
cost of $1400 will be incurred. If A and B are not replaced together i.e. they are replaced at
different times then it would cost a total of $2500. This might seem reasonable because with just
an additional cost of $200 new components of A and B can be used, but it is also questionable that
can replacing them together be more cost effective because life of B here is not deterministic but
probabilistic. B might not fail till 10 months. Similar decision problems can arise at any moment
throughout the system life under different scenarios.
The maintenance decision process in general includes the analysis of maintenance cost,
number of units in the system, failure distribution of each unit, and current state of the system.
The decision process becomes even more difficult when number of units in the system increase
and thus increases the possible states of the system. The primary decision of maintenance
planning should include what components should be replaced under which circumstances and at
what time instants. For this decision it is very important to develop effective approaches and
models of opportunistic maintenance program.
The decision is to find the times for preventive and opportunistic maintenance such that the
expected system’s maintenance cost per unit time is minimized. Failure repair process is first
discussed. The optimal times for preventive maintenance for finite time horizons are then
calculated using renewal theory approach. A simulation model for PM and an OM policy is
presented. Instantaneous availability for finite time horizon is also measured using renewal theory
approach. Modeling methodology is discussed in the next chapter.
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Chapter 4. Modeling Methodology

4.1 System Description and Assumptions
4.1.1 System Description
The system studied in this research is a four component multi-unit system where the term
“unit” could be a component, a set of components, or even a subsystem. Although the system
studied is a four component system, it can be generalized to an N component multi-unit system as
the components in the system are economically dependant but stochastically independent. The
system studied here is for a finite time horizon i.e. the useful life of the system.

4.1.2 Assumptions
This system comprises of units, which are economically dependant buy may or may not
be stochastically dependant.
1. The system under consideration is a four component multi-unit system which can be
generalized for an N component multi-unit system.
2. The planning horizon for the maintenance policy studied is finite i.e. till its useful life.
3. Components of the system are economically dependant but stochastically independent.
4. Components exhibit increasing failure rate i.e. aging effect.
5. Components follow Weibull failure distribution with shape and scale parameters.
6. Repairs or maintenance times are assumed to follow lognormal distribution.
7. Failure of or maintenance on any component disables the system.
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8. Maintenance either corrective or preventive implies replacing one or more components
with identical new ones (as good as new condition).
9. Each time a component is replaced, the system incurs a high fixed cost.
10. Corrective maintenance cost is much higher as compared to preventive maintenance cost.
11. Opportunistic maintenance is performed only during preventive maintenance.
12. Opportunistic replacement interval is a fraction of preventive replacement interval.
4.1.3 Notations
f (t)

probability density function of lifetime distribution for the individual unit

F (t)

cumulative distribution function corresponding to f (t)

α

shape parameter for the Weibull distribution

β

scale parameter for the Weibull distribution

σ

standard deviation for the lognormal distribution

µ

mean for the lognormal deviation

T

finite planning horizon

tA

optimal preventive replacement interval

tP

opportunistic replacement interval

CF

fixed replacement cost

CO

opportunistic replacement cost

CC

corrective replacement cost

CP

preventive replacement cost

E[L]

expected length of the replacement cycle

E[C]

expected cost of the replacement cycle
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C (T, tA) cost of maintenance of the unit in finite planning horizon T, employing PM policy tA
tA*

optimal age replacement interval of the unit

4.2 Failure and Repair Process
By and large most of the literature addresses the systems where the repairs and/or
maintenance times are assumed negligible. In this research it is assumed that failures times follow
Weibull distribution and maintenance times and/or repairs follow lognormal distribution. Figure
4.1 shows a failure and repair behavior of a system where f denotes the failure time, r denotes the
repair or maintenance time and v denotes the time for failure-repair process.
v1

v1

0

T
f1

r1

f2

t

r2

Figure 4.1: Failure-Repair Process
The probability density function f (t) of Weibull distribution is expressed as follows:

α
f (t ) =
β

⎛t
⎜⎜
⎝β

⎞
⎟⎟
⎠

α −1

⎡ ⎛t
exp ⎢− ⎜⎜
⎢⎣ ⎝ β

⎞
⎟⎟
⎠

α

⎤
⎥ ,0 ≤ t ≤ ∞
⎥⎦

(4.1)

Where α is the shape and β is the scale parameters of the times-to-failures.
The probability density function f (t) of lognormal distribution is expressed as follows:

⎡ 1 ⎛ ln (t ) − µ ⎞ 2 ⎤
f (t ) =
exp ⎢− ⎜
⎟ ⎥,0 ≤ t ≤ ∞
t.σ 2π
⎠ ⎦⎥
⎣⎢ 2 ⎝ σ
1
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(4.2)

Where σ is the standard deviation and µ is the mean for the times-to-repair.
It is required to identify the distribution f (v) of failure and repair together i.e. Weibull +
lognormal. This distribution cannot be obtained analytically. We use simulation to estimate the
resulting distribution of failure and repair.
Random times for Weibull and lognormal distributions are first generated using
MATLAB. These are the random failure and repair times of the system. These random times are
then added. This is the time at which the failure and repair cycle is completed. These numbers are
then sorted in the ascending order and the CDF is estimated. Parameters of this new distribution
are estimated. KS test is used to determine the goodness of fit.

4.3 Steady State and Transient State Age Replacement Policy
This chapter focuses on the steady state and transient state analysis of failure and replacement
behavior of a single unit. Steady state analysis looks at the system failure and replacement
behavior in the long run, whereas transient state analysis studies the system failure and
replacement behavior in a finite planning horizon. A stochastic model based on renewal process
concept is developed in order to study the steady state and transient state behavior of the unit.
Optimal replacement intervals are calculated by solving the integral equation.
This section is organized as follows:
1. Age replacement policy for a single unit under steady state
2. Age replacement policy for a single unit under transient state
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4.3.1 Steady State Age Replacement Policy
Single unit preventive maintenance problem for steady state is also known as traditional
preventive maintenance policy and was studied first by Barlow and Proschan [1] using renewal
process theory. This model has been frequently used as the basis to develop complicated
maintenance models due to its mathematical clarity and for being statistically sound.
The system studied here is for a single unit. Maintenance implies replacing the unit with an
identical new one. A unit is replaced when it fails or when it reaches its preventive replacement
age (active replacement), whichever occurs first. When the unit is replaced due to failure a cost
CC is incurred. When the unit is replaced due to its preventive replacement age, a cost CP is
incurred. Generally CC >> CP.
The unit is replaced with a new identical one, so the replacement is a renewal process.
The cost associated with the failure of the unit and resulting age replacement policy under steady
state is modeled using renewal theory concept. The probability of the unit being replaced due to
failure is F (t) and the probability of the unit being replaced due to preventive replacement is
1 – F (t). According to the maintenance policy, the expected life of the unit during a maintenance
cycle is expressed as:
tA

∞

tA

0

tA

0

E[ L] = ∫ tf (t )dt + T ∫ f (t )dt = ∫ (1 − F (t ))dt

(4.1)

Where tA is the optimal preventive replacement interval
Expected maintenance cost during a cycle is expressed as:
tA

∞

0

tA

E[C ] = CC ∫ f (t )dt + C P ∫ f (t )dt

(4.2)

E (C ) = C C F (t A ) + C P (1 − F (t A ))

(4.3)
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The expected average cost per unit time is

C (T ) =

C (T ) =

E (C )
E ( L)

C C F (t A ) + C P (1 − F (t A ))
tA

(4.4)

(4.5)

∫ (1 − F (t ))dt
0

The objective is to minimize this expected average cost per unit time C (T). The age tA which
minimizes the average expected cost C (T) is the optimal preventive replacement age tA* for the
unit.

4.3.2 Transient State Age Replacement Policy
Preventive maintenance problem under transient state is much more difficult to model as
compared to that under steady state and not much research has been done under this assumption.
Under this assumption a unit is repaired or replaced when it fails or when it reaches its
preventive replacement interval, whichever occurs first. Similar to the steady state analysis, here
the unit is replaced with a new and identical one. The replacement process is a renewal process.
The cost associated with the failure of a unit and the resulting age replacement policy under
transient response is modeled using renewal theory concept. . The probability of the unit being
repaired or replaced due to failure is F (t) and the probability of the unit being repaired or
replaced due to preventive replacement is 1 – F (t).
Let v is the time when the repair is complete after failure, tA is the PM interval, and T is
the finite planning horizon. There can be two cases, when t is less than T (tA < T) and when T is
greater that t (tA > T).
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4.3.2.1 Case 1
In this case PM interval is less than the finite planning horizon, so there can be some PM’s in this
period (0, T).
The cost associated is as follows:
1. If component fails before PM time tA (v<tA)
C (T-v)

0

v

T

t (years)

Figure 4.2: Replacement Due to Failure (v<tA)
The planning horizon is reduced to (T-v) and the cost due to CM is incurred i.e. C (T-v)
2. If component is operational till tA, and is replaced due to PM at tA.
C (T-tA)

0

tA

T

t (years)

Figure 4.3: Replacement Due to PM (tA<v)
The planning horizon is reduced to (T-tA) and the cost due to PM is incurred i.e. C (T-tA)
The total cost incurred in these two cases is:
tA

C (T , t A ) = ∫ [C c + C (T − v)] fvdv + [C p + C (T − t A )](1 − F (t A )),0 < t A < T

(4.6)

0

tA

C (T , t A ) = ∫ {[C c − C p − C (T − t A )] + C (T − v)} fvdv + [C p + C (T − t A )],0 < t A < T (4.7)
0
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4.3.2.1 Case 2
In this case PM interval t is greater than planning horizon T.
In this case component is only replaced due to failure i.e. at v and the planning horizon
reduces to (T-v).
The total cost incurred in this case is:
T

C (T , t A ) = ∫ (C c + C (T − v) fvdv, t A ≥ T > 0

(4.8)

0

Combining 1 and 2,
tA

C (T , t A ) =

∫ {[C
0

c

− C p − C (T − t A )] + C (T − v)} fvdv + [C p + C (T − t A )],0 < t A < T
T

∫ (C

c

+ C (T − v) fvdv, t A ≥ T > 0

0

(4.9)
The objective is to minimize this expected average cost per unit time C (T,tA). The age tA
which minimizes the average expected cost C (T,tA) is the optimal preventive replacement age tA*
for the unit.
Although the solution to equation exits, solving this recursive integral equation in the closed
for is very difficult and almost impossible. Composite trapezoidal rule is therefore used to
compute the expected average cost per unit time. By comparing all the cost values for different
time units, we obtain the optimal age replacement interval that has the minimum cost value.

4.4 Opportunistic Maintenance Policy
The economic dependency between the components is established by introducing a fixed
maintenance cost CF and opportunistic maintenance cost CO. The fixed maintenance cost is a one
time cost and can be such as the cost of closing production line, disassembling machine, cost of
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mobilizing repair crew, etc. Fixed cost is always incurred when there is a maintenance activity in
the system. Opportunistic maintenance cost is the cost incurred when a component is replaced
due to opportunistic maintenance. Opportunistic maintenance cost is only incurred when there is
opportunistic maintenance. If some other components are also replaced during this maintenance
activity, we could save on the fixed maintenance cost CF for these components and only a
marginal opportunistic replacement cost will be incurred which is very low as compared to the
fixed replacement cost.
Let us assume that CC is the cost of corrective maintenance, CP is the cost of preventive
maintenance and CO is the marginal cost of opportunistic maintenance of the component. If the
component fails a cost of CC+CF will be incurred. If the component is replaced due to preventive
maintenance the cost of CP+CF will be incurred. However if the component is replaced when
some other component is replaced due to preventive maintenance, then only an additional cost of
cost CO will be incurred for that particular component and the fixed cost CF will be saved. This is
known as opportunistic maintenance.
Simulation models for preventive maintenance and opportunistic maintenance are
presented which are used to compare the two models.
4.4.1 Preventive Maintenance Simulation Model
1. STEP 0

Set a finite planning horizon T.

2. STEP 1

Let the total number of units in the system be N.

3. STEP 2

Assume cost parameters
Cost of corrective maintenance = CC
Cost of preventive maintenance = CP
Fixed cost of replacement = CF
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4. STEP 3

Generate random times from Weibull and lognormal distributions and
estimate the resultant distribution parameters

5. STEP 4

Compute the optimal replacement interval t* for the units using equation
4.9.

6. STEP 5

Using the parameters estimated in STEP 3, generate random failure
intervals (x1, x2, x3……..xN).

7. STEP 6

If x1 ≤ t * , perform CM on the respective unit. Cost due to CM (CC) and
cost fixed cost (CF) will be incurred.
If t* < x1 , perform PM on the respective unit. Cost due to PM (CP) and
fixed cost (CF) will be incurred.

8. STEP 7

Repeat procedure for all the units in the system until the finite planning
horizon T.

9. STEP 8

Compute the total cost incurred by the system due to maintenance
procedures in the planning horizon T.

∑C

OM

= CC + C P + C F

4.4.2 Opportunistic Maintenance Simulation Model
1. STEP 0

Set a finite planning horizon T.

2. STEP 1

Let the total number of units in the system be N.

3. STEP 2

Assume cost parameters
Cost of corrective maintenance = CC
Cost of preventive maintenance = CP
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Cost of opportunistic maintenance = CO
Fixed cost of replacement = CF
4. STEP 3

Generate random times from Weibull and lognormal distributions and
estimate the resultant distribution parameters

5. STEP 4

Compute the optimal replacement interval t* for the units using equation
4.9.

6. STEP 5

Let opportunistic maintenance interval t*O be 2/3 x t*.

7. STEP 6

Using the parameters estimated in STEP 3, generate random failure
intervals (x1,x2, x3……..xN).

8. STEP 7

If x1 ≤ t * , perform CM on the respective unit. Cost due to CM (CC) and
cost fixed cost (CF) will be incurred.
If t* < x1 , perform PM on the respective unit. Cost due to PM (CP) and
fixed cost (CF) will be incurred.

9. STEP 8

If PM is being performed on the system and there is another unit or units
in the system that have passed there OM interval t*O, perform OM on the
units. Cost due OM (CO) will be incurred.

10. STEP 9

Repeat procedure for all the units in the system until the finite planning
horizon T.

11. STEP 10

Compute the total cost incurred by the system due to maintenance
procedures in the planning horizon T.

∑C

OM

= CC + C P + CO + C F
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4.5 Availability Measure
Transient state availability is defined as the availability of the system in a finite time
horizon i.e. during its useful life. Modeling transient state availability is much more complicated
as compared to modeling steady state availability. As discussed previously a unit is functional
when the repair is complete after failure. The failure and repair process is a renewal process.
Let v be the time when the last repair is completed and T is the finite planning horizon as
shown is figure 4.2. After the first repair is completed the planning horizon reduces to (T-v). The
unit may be functional at time T in two cases:
Case 1: When the unit has not failed till time T.
In this case the availability of the system is just equal to the reliability of the system and is
expressed as: R (t )
Case 2: When the unit failed at time F and was repaired and functional at time v.
In this case the unit has not failed since the last repair was completed with probability:
T

∫ R(T − v)dv,0 ≤ v < T

(4.10)

0

Combining case 1 and case 2 results in the expression for the instantaneous (transient)
availability of the system and is expressed as:
T

A(T ) = R (T ) + ∫ R (T − v)dv,0 ≤ v < T

(4.11)

0

This is a closed form of integral which cannot be solved analytically. Trapezoidal rule is
used to solve the above expression for instantaneous availability.
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Chapter 5. Results and Analysis

This chapter discusses the results of the preventive and opportunistic maintenance models
for transient state of a four component system. All the four components of the system are
assumed to follow the IFR (increasing failure rate) Weibull failure distribution with
corresponding shape and scale parameters. The data source is a real life system i.e. a production
line [16]. It consists of an Aluminum hot roll line for reducing aluminum ingots from about size
of 10 inches to approximately a quarter inch typically used for consumer based aluminum
products. It is known that about 30 components of the Hot Roll line are responsible for the line
failure. Of the 30 components considered, four are assumed to be critical. The shape and scale
parameters for these four components are as given in Table 5.1. For the purpose of this research
we have assumed that repairs or downtimes follow the lognormal distribution. The system
availability as a performance measure has been studied in this research to enhance and improve
designs.
Table 5.1 Lifetime Distribution Parameters of Four Components for the Aluminum Line
Shape
Scale
Machine
(β)
(1/α)
Soaking E WBF
1
4.26
0.41
112" MILL E COIL
2
3.225
0.48
112" MILL E TRIMMER 3.259
3
0.65
112" MILL E HORN
4
4.197
0.38

5.1 Failure Repair Process
For most systems maintenance does take time and hence maintenance times are typically
not negligible. In this research we have considered maintenance or repair times to follow the
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lognormal distribution. All the components of the system are assumed to follow the lognormal
repair distribution with a known mean and standard deviation. It is important to determine the
joint probability distribution for failure and repair i.e. Weibull + lognormal. To estimate the joint
probability distribution, simulation is used as follows:
1. Random failure and repair times for the four components are first generated using
MATLAB.
2. These random failure and repair times are then added and sorted in ascending order. This
is the time when the failure and repair process is completed.
3. The CDF and the parameters of this new probability distribution are then estimated.
Table 5.2 shows the parameters of the four components for Weibull, lognormal and the resultant
joint probability distribution.

1
2
3
4

Table 5.2: Failure, Repair and Resultant Distribution Parameters for the System
Resultant
Failure Distribution Repair Distribution
Distribution
Shape
Scale
Mean
SD
Shape
Scale
2
Machine
(β)
(1/α)
(µ)
(σ )
(βR)
(1/αR)
Soaking E WBF
4.26
0.41
0.353
1.26
1.002
0.331
112" MILL E COIL
3.225
0.48
0.353
1.26
0.901
0.26
112" MILL E TRIMMER
3.259
0.65
0.353
1.26
1.123
0.27
112" MILL E HORN
4.197
0.38
0.353
1.26
0.89
0.319
It is observed, based on the plots, that the resultant distribution appears to be the Weibull
distribution with the given shape and scale parameters. This is to be expected, since the cycle
times are short and thus are dominated by Weibull failure distribution. The role of the lognormal
repair distribution, for the most part is insignificant in determining the cycle times [8] because of
its assumed duration. K-S test is then used to verify that the resultant distribution is a Weibull
distribution. The Weibull, lognormal and combined plots for the first component are shown in
figure 5.1, 5.2, 5.3. The resultant parameters for the four components would be used throughout
this research for modeling purposes. A KS test is performed to check the goodness of fit for the
resultant distribution i.e. Weibull distribution.
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5.1.1 Kolmogorov-Smirnov test
The Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) test is used to decide if a sample comes from a
population with a specific distribution [25]. Here we perform a KS test to decide if the resultant
distribution is a Weibull distribution or not. Null hypothesis is presented.
H0: The resultant distribution F (v) is a Weibull distribution
H1: The resultant distribution F (v) is not a Weibull distribution
Reject H0 if D > Critical value
Reject H1 if D < Critical value
If after a random sample of n values of v is observed, F (v) should be close to Fn (v) for null
hypothesis to be true. Fn (v) is the empirical distribution function.
Fn (v) = fraction of the sample less than or equal to v

⎧ (i − 1)
ifv ( i −1) ≤ v ≤ v( i )
⎪
=⎨ n
i = 1,...., n
≥
1
ifv
v
⎪⎩
( n)

(5.1)

The K-S statistic is based on the maximum distance between F (v) and Fn (v).

D = max F (v) − Fn (v)
v

(5.2)

The null hypothesis is rejected if D is too large.
To find the observed value of D, it is necessary to find,

⎡i
⎤
D + = max ⎢ − F (vi )⎥
1≤i ≤ n n
⎣
⎦

(5.3)

i − 1⎤
⎡
D − = max ⎢ F (vi ) −
1≤i ≤ n
n ⎥⎦
⎣

(5.4)

D = max( D + , D − )

(5.5)

The values of the resultant data and pertinent values are as shown in table 5.3.
From the table it is observed that D+ = 0.106 and D-=0.062
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To find the critical value, we need to calculate

⎛
0.11 ⎞
( D)⎜⎜ n + 0.12 +
⎟⎟ = (0.106)(7.20) = (0.763)
n ⎠
⎝

(5.6)

At α=0.05 i.e. 95% significance level, from the table [25] rejection region starts at 1.358.
Thus, we do not reject the null hypothesis, and hence the resultant distribution is a Weibull
distribution.
Table 5.3: Data and Calculations for KS test
i
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33

y(i)
3.63
4.10
4.25
4.65
5.28
5.39
5.62
5.93
6.18
6.60
7.00
7.20
8.06
8.12
8.62
8.91
8.99
9.63
9.71
9.83
9.93
10.12
10.38
10.88
10.89
11.11
11.42
11.58
12.10
12.14
12.16
12.46
12.62

F(yi)
0.06
0.08
0.09
0.10
0.13
0.14
0.15
0.17
0.18
0.20
0.23
0.24
0.29
0.29
0.33
0.34
0.35
0.39
0.40
0.40
0.41
0.42
0.44
0.47
0.47
0.49
0.51
0.52
0.55
0.55
0.55
0.57
0.58

i/n
0.02
0.04
0.06
0.08
0.10
0.12
0.14
0.16
0.18
0.20
0.22
0.24
0.26
0.28
0.30
0.32
0.34
0.36
0.38
0.40
0.42
0.44
0.46
0.48
0.50
0.52
0.54
0.56
0.58
0.60
0.62
0.64
0.66

(i - 1)/n
0.00
0.02
0.04
0.06
0.08
0.10
0.12
0.14
0.16
0.18
0.20
0.22
0.24
0.26
0.28
0.30
0.32
0.34
0.36
0.38
0.40
0.42
0.44
0.46
0.48
0.50
0.52
0.54
0.56
0.58
0.60
0.62
0.64
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i/n - F(yi)
-0.04
-0.04
-0.03
-0.02
-0.03
-0.02
-0.01
-0.01
0.00
0.00
-0.01
0.00
-0.03
-0.01
-0.03
-0.02
-0.01
-0.03
-0.02
0.00
0.01
0.02
0.02
0.01
0.03
0.03
0.03
0.04
0.03
0.05
0.07
0.07
0.08

F(yi) - (i-1)/n
0.06
0.06
0.05
0.04
0.05
0.04
0.03
0.03
0.02
0.02
0.03
0.02
0.05
0.03
0.05
0.04
0.03
0.05
0.04
0.02
0.01
0.00
0.00
0.01
-0.01
-0.01
-0.01
-0.02
-0.01
-0.03
-0.05
-0.05
-0.06

Table 5.3 (continued): Data and Calculations for KS test
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50

12.90
13.23
13.76
14.02
14.09
14.58
14.90
15.38
16.16
16.20
16.30
18.73
18.85
19.48
21.49
25.76
50.08

0.60
0.62
0.65
0.66
0.67
0.69
0.71
0.73
0.77
0.77
0.77
0.86
0.87
0.88
0.93
0.98
1.00

0.68
0.70
0.72
0.74
0.76
0.78
0.80
0.82
0.84
0.86
0.88
0.90
0.92
0.94
0.96
0.98
1.00

0.66
0.68
0.70
0.72
0.74
0.76
0.78
0.80
0.82
0.84
0.86
0.88
0.90
0.92
0.94
0.96
0.98

0.08
0.08
0.07
0.08
0.09
0.09
0.09
0.09
0.07
0.09
0.11
0.04
0.05
0.06
0.03
0.00
0.00

-0.06
-0.06
-0.05
-0.06
-0.07
-0.07
-0.07
-0.07
-0.05
-0.07
-0.09
-0.02
-0.03
-0.04
-0.01
0.02
0.02

Figure 5.1: Failure Times Plot for Weibull Distribution (0.41, 4.26)
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Figure 5.2: Repair Times Plot for Lognormal Distribution (0.353, 1.26)

Figure 5.3: Resultant Failure + Repair Plot
5.2 Transient State Preventive Replacement Model
For maintenance modeling of any system it is most important to determine the optimal
replacement interval for each component. The optimal replacement interval is the interval for
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which the maintenance cost incurred is optimum. As discussed earlier, renewal theory is used to
derive the closed form recursive integral equation 4.9 that is used to compute the optimal
replacement interval. The composite trapezoidal rule and surface monitoring technique are used
to obtain the optimal solution [16].
The study of individual components reveal that the value of cost function C (T, tA) for the
age replacement policy decreases very sharply for small value of tA. After reaching a certain
value, which is the optimal point, the cost function reverts and starts to increase. As tA increases,
the cost function drops toward the end of the planning horizon. Figure 5.4 illustrates the cost
function for four components for different cost structures, where the planning horizon is T = 5
years.
T=5 years
14000

12000

Cost C ($)

10000

8000

Component 1
Component2
Component 3
Component 4

6000

4000

2000

0
0

100

200

300

400

500

600

Policy t (year)

Figure 5.4: Cost Structure for Components of the System

The cost function curve for all the four components is very similar in shape. This is
because for specific planning horizon, the cost function for different cost structures, namely
different CC (cost due to CM) and CP (cost due to PM) are similar. Table 5.4 demonstrates the
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cost structure and the optimal maintenance interval t* for all four components of the system for
finite planning horizon T = 5 years.

1
2
3
4

Table 5.4: Optimal Preventive Maintenance Interval for the Components (T = 5 Years)
Shape
Scale
CC
CP
t*
C*(T,t*)
Machine
(βR)
(1/αR)
($)
($)
(years)
($)
Soaking E WBF
1.002
0.331
100
20
0.52
288.49
112" MILL E COIL
0.901
0.26
110
22
0.58
241.97
112" MILL E TRIMMER
1.123
0.27
120
24
0.47
333.38
112" MILL E HORN
0.89
0.319
110
22
0.58
268.76

Interval (Years)
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0

0.52

0.58

0.12

0.16

1

2

0.58

0.47
0.2
3

0.12
4

Units of the System
Repairs

No Repairs

Figure 5.5: Optimal Replacement Intervals for the Components of the System
These optimal preventive intervals will be used in the next section to model Preventive
and Opportunistic maintenance policies.

5.3 Maintenance Model
Using the simulation models developed for preventive maintenance policy (PMP) and
opportunistic maintenance policy (OMP) in chapter 4, the resultant parameters estimated in
section 5.1 and the optimal preventive interval in section 5.2, the cost of the system is compared
for PMP and OMP. In the following section this comparison will be illustrated with the help of an
example.
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5.3.1 Preventive Maintenance Policy
Simulation is used to estimate the total preventive maintenance cost of the system for the
finite planning horizon comprising of four components with a planning horizon of 5 years was
used for this research. The cost parameters for different cost components namely, CM cost (CC),
PM cost (CP) and fixed maintenance cost (CF) is assumed. These parameters are used to compute
the optimal replacement age for the four components. According to the maintenance policy, if the
component fails before reaching its optimal replacement age, CM is initiated and a cost CC is
incurred. If the components survive until their optimal replacement age, then PM is initiated and
cost CP is incurred. Each time CM or PM is carried out, the system incurs a fixed cost CF. This
procedure is repeated until the finite planning horizon is traversed and then the total maintenance
cost is computed. Results of the PMP model are shown in Table 5.5. Table 5.6 gives the average
cost and its 95% confidence interval for 100 iterations of system simulation.

1
2
3
4

1
2
3
4

Table 5.5: Preventive Maintenance Policy (T = 5 Years)
Machine
CC ($)
CP ($)
CF ($)
Soaking E WBF
100
20
30
112" MILL E COIL
110
22
30
112" MILL E TRIMMER
120
24
30
112" MILL E HORN
110
22
30
Total system cost

Total ($)
216,043
278,755
299,186
234,093
1,028,077

Table 5.6: 95 % Confidence Interval for the Total Cost
Average
Standard
Machine
System Cost($)
Deviation
CI 95 %
Soaking E WBF
216,043
4606
903
112" MILL E COIL
278,755
6653
1304
112" MILL E TRIMMER
299,186
5962
1168
112" MILL E HORN
234,093
5853
1147
Total System Cost
1,028,076
11997
2351

5.3.2 Opportunistic Maintenance Policy
When the system is operating under opportunistic maintenance (OM) two or more
components of the system are replaced if they have exceeded their time interval and preventive
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maintenance is being performed on another component of the system at the same time. It is
assumed that the OM interval is a fraction (for example ¾ths) of the preventive replacement
interval. During OM, the system incurs a marginal cost of CO, but does not incur the fixed cost
CF. This maintenance procedure is repeated until the finite planning horizon is reached, at which
time the total maintenance cost is computed. The results of the OMP model are illustrated in table
5.7. Table 5.8 contains the average cost and its 95% confidence interval for 100 iterations of
system simulation.

1
2
3
4

Table 5.7: Opportunistic Maintenance Policy (T = 5 Years)
Machine
CC ($)
CP ($)
CF ($)
CO ($)
Soaking E WBF
100
20
30
6.67
112" MILL E COIL
110
22
30
7.33
112" MILL E TRIMMER
120
24
30
8
112" MILL E HORN
110
22
30
7.33
Total

1
2
3
4

Table 5.8: 95 % Confidence Interval for the Total Cost
Average
Machine
($)
Standard Deviation
Soaking E WBF
185,035
4984
112" MILL E COIL
246,547
6653
112" MILL E TRIMMER 280,239
6728
112" MILL E HORN
208,181
6795
Total System Cost
920,001
11434

Total ($)
185,035
246,547
280,239
208,181
920,001

CI 95
%
977
1304
1319
1332
2241

5.3.3 Cost Comparison between PMP and OMP
Table 5.9 demonstrates the cost comparison between PMP and OMP model. Clearly it
can be observed that the OMP is more economical than PMP by 11%. This is intuitive as during
opportunistic maintenance the high fixed cost of maintenance is obviated as maintenance is
carried out on two or more components at the same time.
Table 5.9: Cost Comparison between PMP and OMP
POLICY
DESCRIPTION
SYSTEM COST
PMP
OMP

Preventive Maintenance Policy
Opportunistic Maintenance
Policy
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$1,028,076
$920,001

Though it is observed that OMP model is more economical than PMP model, the optimal
replacement times for individual units might not be the optimal replacement times for the whole
system. To observe how total system costs vary as a result of changes in optimal replacement
intervals, sensitivity analysis is performed by perturbing the optimal replacement time intervals
for each of the four components.

5.3.4 Sensitivity Analysis
Sensitivity analyses are important for investigating the effect on the optimal solution
provided by the simulation results [16]. The objective of doing a sensitivity analyses is to explore
the robustness of the system parameters with small changes or perturbations around the mean
values.
The results of the sensitivity analyses for PMP and OMP models are presented in Tables
5.10 and 5.11. A comparison between the two models is presented in Table 5.12.
Table 5.10: Sensitivity Analysis on Optimal Replacement Interval for PMP
Interval
Percentage
1
2
3
4
Total ($)
(Years)
Increase
- 0.4
$371,920 $392,700 $372,714 $341,140 $1,478,474
22.46%
- 0.2
$247,380 $310,340 $322,296 $262,196 $1,142,212
9.99%
Optimal
$216,043 $278,755 $299,186 $234,093 $1,028,076
--+ 0.2
$216,600 $279,328 $305,260 $257,600 $1,058,788
2.90%
+ 0.4
$234,250 $288,008 $334,672 $266,988 $1,123,918
14.53%
Table 5.11: Sensitivity Analysis on Optimal Replacement Interval for OMP
Interval
Percentage
1
2
3
4
Total ($)
(Years)
Increase
- 0.4
$320,350 $280,600 $292,550 $260,850 $1,154,350
20.30%
- 0.2
$198,670 $238,630 $302,550 $221,980 $961,830
4.35%
Optimal
$185,035 $246,547 $280,239 $208,181 $920,002
--+ 0.2
$186,110 $251,540 $282,780 $213,150 $933,580
1.45%
+ 0.4
$218,080 $279,090 $312,110 $243,930 $1,053,210
12.65%
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Interval
(Years)
- 0.4
- 0.2
Optimal
+ 0.2
+ 0.4

Table 5.12: Comparison between PMP and OMP
Total System Cost
PMP
OMP
Difference Percentage
$1,478,474 $1,154,350 $324,124
22%
$1,142,212 $961,830
$180,382
16%
$1,028,076 $920,002
$108,074
11%
$1,058,788 $933,580
$125,208
12%
$1,123,918 $1,053,210 $70,708
6%

From table 5.10 and table 5.11, it can be observed that when the optimal replacement
interval for individual components is decreased by 0.2 year the overall system cost increases by
20%. For example, the optimal replacement interval for component 1 is 0.52 years, if we decrease
this optimal interval to 0.32 years, the total maintenance cost of the system increases by 10%.
When the optimal replacement interval for individual components is decreased by 0.4 years the
total maintenance cost of the system increases to about 20%. This is intuitive because as optimal
replacement interval for individual units is decreased there are frequent replacements due to PM.
Similarly, when the optimal replacement interval for the component is increased by 0.2 years, the
overall cost of the system increases by 3% and when the interval is increased by 0.4 year the
overall system maintenance cost increases by 15%. This is due to the fact that there are more
frequent CM procedures in the system.
It can be observed from table 5.12 that when the optimal interval for individual
components is decreased, the difference between the system cost in PMP and OMP model is
much more pronounced as compared to when the optimal interval is increased. This is intuitive
since an increase in the optimal interval will result in more maintenance cost due to CM while on
the other hand a decrease in the optimal interval maintenance will result in increased cost due to
PM (opportunistic maintenance is done only during PM).

5.4 Availability Analysis
As discussed earlier availability is a key performance measure and a vital design criterion
for any maintained system. Instantaneous availability also known as transient state availability for
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the individual components of the system is calculated. Instantaneous availability for the
individual components is then compared with the maintenance cost as shown is figure 5.6 for
component 1. It is important for designing purpose to compare availability with the cost because
different organizations have varied importance with respect to cost and availability, for example
while designing a space shuttle more emphasis is placed on availability and not on cost. Hence a
comparison of cost versus availability is essential and has been incorporated in this thesis. Figure
5.6 is a 3-D plot of instantaneous availability versus cost during different replacement intervals.

Cost ($)

Availability
12000

1.2

10000

1

8000
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6000

0.6

4000

0.4

2000

0.2

0
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Availability

0
1

20 39 58 77 96 115 134 153 172 191 210 229 248 267 286 305 324 343 362 381 400 419 438 457 476 495
Interval (years)

Figure 5.6: Comparison between Cost and Availability with Interval Width
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Figure 5.7: 3-D Plot of Availability versus Cost
From figure 5.6 and 5.7 it is clear that to attain high availability the maintenance interval
of the components should be as low as possible. If the maintenance interval is less than optimal
the maintenance cost of the system will increase. Hence availability and cost should be
considered two different designing criteria.
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Chapter 6. Conclusions and Future Research

The objective of this research was to realistically analyze multi unit system characterized
by IFR behavior and taking into account the effects of opportunistic maintenance and the
transient state of the system. The OM model was developed for a four component system and was
compared with the preventive maintenance model. Transient state availability was also computed
as a performance measure and a key design creation for maintained systems. Simulation was used
to compare the system maintenance cost for OM and PM models.
A transient state age replacement equation was developed using renewal theory. The age
replacement equation is used to compute the optimal replacement age for the four individual
components. One main assumption in the past research has been that the repair or maintenance
times are negligible, but in reality it is never possible. In this thesis failure times were assumed to
follow the Weibull distribution and repairs or maintenance times were assumed to follow the
lognormal distribution. A real life Aluminum Hot Roll line example was used to evaluate the
OM and PM models. Four critical components out of 30 were considered with IFR behavior. A
finite time horizon of 5 years was considered. Resultant joint probability distribution was
estimated and proved using the K-S test. The optimal replacement times of the individual
components were computed using transient state age replacement equation. The system
maintenance cost of the OM and PM models were compared. From the results it was observed
that:
1. The resultant Weibull + lognormal distribution for the four components was a Weibull
distribution.
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2. The optimal replacement times of the individual components were 0.42, 0.58, 0.47 and
0.58 years respectively.
3. OM model was 11% more economical than PM model for finite planning horizon of 5
years.
4. The transient state availability was compared with the cost for different maintenance
intervals. A 3-D graph was also plotted.
Sensitivity analysis was performed to explore the robustness of the system parameters by
varying the optimal replacement intervals for individual components. The results from the
sensitivity analysis indicated that the optimal maintenance intervals for individual components
were sensitive to the change in the total system maintenance cost. The total system maintenance
cost was lowest at optimal maintenance intervals for individual components.

6.1 Future Research Direction
1. In this research we developed an opportunistic maintenance policy of a multi unit system
assuming stochastic independence between the units of the system. However this may not
be practical because when the there is always some kind of stochastic dependence
between the units of the system. Therefore research into the problem of stochastic
dependence must be explored.
2. Although it was assumed that opportunistic maintenance interval was a fraction of
preventive maintenance interval, this OM interval might not be the optimal interval for
the system. In that case analytical formulations must be used to compute the optimal OM
interval.
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